**THE LOOP PATHS**

A hillside walk northwards from Stacksteads, mainly on farm lanes and tracks, with excellent views from this central vantage point.

**Starting Point:** Stackhouses Car Park. Distance: 2.5 miles / 4km. Direction: Anti-clockwise

From the main car park in Waterfoot turn left along the main A681 Newchurch Road towards Bacup. At the junction of Tonnawend (St John St), turn left and follow Loop 1 waymarkers. On your return to the main A681 turn right and follow the road to return to the main car park in Waterfoot.

**THE LOOP 2: ADRENALINE LINK & ROOKERY MOOR ROAD**

An upland walk mainly on strong surface, past the Adrenaline centre at Lee Quarry and using the Adrenaline Link to gain the commanding heights.

**Starting Point:** Stackhouses Car Park. Distance: 5 miles / 8km. Direction: Clockwise

From Stacksteads Car Park turn left, cross the main A681 and follow signs for the Stacksteads Recreation Ground (using the lane between Rose N Bowl and J Carpets). Continue to follow the Loop 5 waymarkers. As you return down Rakehead Lane take a right turn onto the new multi user path and through the Stacksteads Riverside Park before turning left back up the snicket and returning to the car park.

**THE LOOP 3: COWPE & HERRING BAY LANE**

This valley side walk is on roads and farm tracks along a line of farms with views overlooking Stubbylea Park.

**Starting Point:** Stackhouses Car Park. Distance: 3 miles / 5km. Direction: Anti-Clockwise

From Stacksteads Car Park turn left, cross the main A681 and follow signs for the Stacksteads Recreation Ground (using the lane between Rose N Bowl and J Carpets). Continue to follow the Loop 6 waymarkers. As you return back to the main road follow the A681 that runs through the Rossendale Valley. Take warm and waterproof clothing and always allow for the worst conditions. You are advised to follow the direction of the route. Each loop will always take you back to the main A681 that runs through the Rossendale Valley. Take warm and waterproof clothing and always allow for the worst conditions. You are advised to follow the direction of the route.

**Starting Point:** Waterfoot Car Park. Distance: 2.5 miles / 4km. Direction: Anti-Clockwise

From the main car park in Waterfoot, turn left, cross the main A681 and turn right into Cowpe Road passing Waterfoot Health Centre. Follow Cowpe Road into Cowpe until you reach Kearns Mill. Then continue to follow the Loop 3 waymarkers. On your return to the main A681, turn left and either walk back to the starting point in Waterfoot or jump on the A443 bus.

**THE LOOP 5: MOREHOUSE & LEE TRAMWAY**

A short walk in肖特豪斯 mainly on hard surfacing, following an old lane and returning along the course of the old railway lines.

**Starting Point:** Britannia Greenway Car Park. Distance: 1.5 miles / 2.5km. Direction: Anti-Clockwise

Exit at the rear of the car park and follow the Loop 8 waymarkers. Returning by the NCS cycle route 92, continue along the main road until you return back to the car park.

**THE LOOP 6: BACUPER & BEATLES**

A community group promoting hacking opportunities and a centre at Lee Quarry for all ages of children and adults from the age of 4 upwards. It has excellent facilities including a 60 metre floodlit arena. Located close to the Marytown Loop providing beautiful hacking.

**Starting Point:** Stacksteads Car Park. Distance: 3 miles / 5km. Direction: Anti Clockwise

Peers Clough Horse Riding / Trekking 01706 215052

Peers Clough Packhorses are based at Peers Clough Farm in the Rossendale Valley in the South Pennines. a wild, windswept and occasionally weathering landscape at the place where Yorkshire and Lancashire collide. A land of steep-sided valleys, heather-covered moorland, copses, reservoirs and packhorse trails.

Rossendale Pennine Adventure Limited

Millburn Lane, Waterfoot, Rossendale, BB4 7AU 01706 215052

Based from Ye Olde Boot and Shoe at Waterfoot in the stunning valley of the Rossendale, Pennine Adventure provides adventure and fun amongst some of the best mountain bike trails. Giving access to the Pennines has to offer. Located directly on the increasingly popular Mary Town Loop, a mile from Lee Quarry, Quarns, on Stansfield region route 51 and just off the Rosedale Valley and other walks can be taken directly from its door step.

**THE LOOP 7: BEAUTY FROM THE MIXED VILLAGES**

A short walk in the Rossendale Valley from Waterfoot along the edge of Height Barn Moss, with great views over Bacup, Shawndywell and Britannia.

**Starting Point:** New Line Reservoir Car Park. Distance: 5 miles / 8km. Direction: Clockwise

From the car park turn left and follow the Loop 7 waymarkers.

**THE LOOP 8: BRITAINA TO SHAWFORTH**

A short walk in the Rossendale Valley from Waterfoot along the edge of Height Barn Moss, with great views over Bacup, Shawndywell and Britannia.

**Starting Point:** New Line Reservoir Car Park. Distance: 5 miles / 8km. Direction: Clockwise

From the car park turn left and follow the Loop 7 waymarkers.

**THE LOOP 9: EDGEBASE & FEARS HALL CIRCUS**

A village walk mainly on the roads and through Edgeside Pan, with panoramic views of the valley and the Bertie in Rossendale.

**Starting Point:** Waterfoot Car Park. Distance: 1.5 miles / 2.5km. Direction: Clockwise

From the main car park in Waterfoot turn left along the main A681 Newchurch Road towards Bacup. At the junction of Tonnawend (St John St), turn left and follow Loop 1 waymarkers. On your return to the main A681 turn right and follow the road to return to the main car park in Waterfoot.

**THE LOOP 10: EAST 6 WEST HILE**

A hillside walk northwards from Stacksteads, mainly on farm lanes and tracks, with excellent views from this central vantage point.

**Starting Point:** Stackhouses Car Park. Distance: 2.5 miles / 4km. Direction: Anti-clockwise

Turn left out of the car park and immediately left again up a small snicket opposite J Carpets.After 30 metres across Booth Rd and go straight on with Holy Trinity Primary School on your right. Continue straight ahead, the path becomes grassy and sometimes wet. Continue to follow the Loop 8 waymarkers. On your return to Booth Rd, take your steps back to the car park.

**THE LOOP 11: ROSEDALE FIELDS & HILL COUNTRY**

The Rossendale Valley is a Rosendale in miniature, and this walk follows the road along the valley with a short ascent towards Brow Moss. The main route has now been implemented – providing yet anoth-

**Starting Point:** Waterfoot Car Park. Distance: 2.5 miles / 4km. Direction: Clockwise

From the main car park in Waterfoot, turn left, cross the main A681 and turn right into Cowpe Road passing Waterfoot Health Centre. Follow Cowpe Road into Cowpe until you reach Kearns Mill. Then continue to follow the Loop 3 waymarkers. On your return to the main A681, turn left and either walk back to the starting point in Waterfoot or jump on the A443 bus.